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Abstract :  India has large productive and young population

as her asset and this young generation is the driving force of

any nation. The major problem that has always been faced

by Indian politics is misallocation of resources and incapable

leaders at the top. It is stereotypical to think that only people

with grey hair can become successful politicians. The

younger generation do not have any platform to show their

leadership.
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If we truly believe that the future of any country lies in the

hands of the youth, then we need to take a step forward in

their direction. Only youth can change the pace of the course

of our nation’s progress and make India a global giant. If we

want to see a better India is time to take charge. We have to

build a foundation now for a prosperous future. Unless the

youth feel concerned and get involved in politics at all stages,

we cannot expect a nation to grow.

The likes of young politicians like- Rahul Gandhi, Milind

Deora, Sachin Pilot, Agatha Sangama add life and a fresh

set of ideas to the decision making bodies. It is the young

generation X (next), Y (youth), and Z (zealous), who can

resuscitate India. The youth has to become a part of politics

to facilitate the reconstruction of a better society and a country

free from corruption, violence, black marketing, fraud etc.

Thus, if we as a nation have to move ahead and build the

country of our dreams, we have to use politics as a medium

to ensure that government remains sensitive and

accountable to the people.
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